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www.bmw.co.za

ORIGINAL BMW ACCESSORIES.
BMW  SERIES AND BMW  SERIES.

Sheer
Driving Pleasure

EXPLORE NEW WORLDS
OF POSSIBILITY.
Luxury, innovation and sportiness always feel like new experiences whenever you
drive your BMW – and it keeps getting better all the time. After all, life remains full
of possibilities. And thanks to Original BMW Accessories, you are always best
equipped to make the most of them.
Individual and exclusive. Comfortable and stylish. Tailor-made and safe. And
perfectly matched to your own personal wishes. Four categories offer a wideranging selection of inspirational ideas and clever solutions: Exterior, Interior,
Communication & Information and Transport & Luggage solutions.
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Ready to explore new possibilities with your BMW? Then dive in to the exclusive
world of Original BMW Accessories.
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Access exciting digital content via the QR code on page .
All you need is a code-reader. Simply choose and download one from the wide selection
available from the App store. Then, start the reader and hold your smartphone or tablet
about cm over the code.
Internet use, depending on your mobile contract, can incur costs.
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Many are happy to follow the lead of others. A signiﬁcant few, however, choose to go their own way
and explore new possibilities. With Original BMW Accessories for the exterior, you can discover these
possibilities and set your own, distinctive standards. Expressive. Stylish. And unmistakably individual.
In focus: " BMW M Performance light alloy wheels Double-spoke  M
Forged, in Bicolour gloss Black, burnished on the visible sides and featuring the BMW M logo.
RSC complete wheel set with mixed, run-ﬂat tyres. Front: .J x  with / R Y XL RSC tyres.
Rear: J x  with / R Y XL RSC tyres.
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SET THE PACE.
DON’T FOLLOW THE PACK.

EXTERIOR.
BMW 6 SERIES.
 " light alloy wheels Multi-spoke style 
In Bicolour gloss black and featuring burnished rim edging.
 BMW M Performance wing mirror caps, carbon








 BMW M Performance front grille, black
 " light alloy wheels Star-spoke style 
In chrome and featuring visible wheel bolts, these wheels give the
vehicle a strikingly sporty appearance with their exclusive look.
 " light alloy wheels Cross-spoke style 
With a Ferric Grey ﬁnish and visible wheel bolts for a sporty look.
 " light alloy wheels V-Spoke style 
In Bicolour Ferric Grey, burnished on the visible sides and featuring
visible wheel bolts.
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 " M light alloy wheels Double-spoke style  M
Finished in Ferric Grey for an exclusive and dynamic look.
 " BMW M Performance light alloy wheels V-spoke  M
In Bicolour Ferric Grey, burnished on the visible sides, with visible wheel
bolts and featuring the BMW M logo.
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 " light alloy wheels V-Spoke style 
In Reﬂex Silver for an exclusive look that gives the vehicle a particularly
sporty proﬁle.
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 MJHIUBMMPZXIFFMT.VMUJTQPLFTUZMF
*O#JDPMPVS0SCJU(SFZBOECVSOJTIFEPOUIFWJTJCMFTJEFT
 MJHIUBMMPZXIFFMT74QPLFTUZMF
"EEJOHBOJNQSFTTJWFMZFYDMVTJWFOPUF
 .MJHIUBMMPZXIFFMT%PVCMFTQPLFTUZMF.
*O#JDPMPVSBOEXJUIUIF#.8.MPHP
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 #.8.1FSGPSNBODFMJHIUBMMPZXIFFMT
%PVCMFTQPLFTUZMF.
'PSHFE JO#JDPMPVSHMPTT#MBDL CVSOJTIFEPOUIFWJTJCMFTJEFTBOE
GFBUVSJOHUIF#.8.MPHP

3FDPNNFOEFEUZSFT
8IFOCVZJOHOFXUZSFT XFSFDPNNFOEUIBUZPVDIPPTFUIPTFNBSLFE
XJUIUIFﬁWFQPJOUFETUBSPOUIFTJEFXBMMT&YUFOTJWFMZUFTUFECZ#.8
BOEUBJMPSFEUPZPVS#.8NPEFM UIFZFOTVSFBOVOGPSHFUUBCMFESJWJOH
FYQFSJFODF:PVS#.84FSWJDFQBSUOFSXJMMCFIBQQZUPBEWJTFZPV

 MJHIUBMMPZXIFFMT.VMUJTQPLFTUZMF
'PSHFEGPSBQBSUJDVMBSMZFYDMVTJWFBQQFBSBODF
-PDLJOHXIFFMCPMUT OPUQJDUVSFE
5IJTTFUDPNQSJTFTGPVSMPDLJOHXIFFMCPMUTXJUITQFDJBM#.8DPEJOH
5IFCPMUTDBOPOMZCFPQFOFEVTJOHUIFTVQQMJFEUPPMBOEUIVTQSPWJEF
IJHIMZFGGFDUJWFQSPUFDUJPOGSPNXIFFMUIFGU"MTPBWBJMBCMFGPSPUIFS
#.8NPEFMT

%JTDPWFSUIFTUZMFUIBUCFTUTVJUTZPVS#.8XJUIUIF
XIFFMDPOﬁHVSBUPSBUXXXCNXDPNDPNQMFUFXIFFMT
5IFGVMMSBOHFPG#.8.1FSGPSNBODF1BSUT JOBMMJUT
EJWFSTJUZ DBOCFGPVOEBUXXXCNXDPNNQFSGPSNBODF
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5IFJOUFSJPSPGZPVS#.8JT BCPWFBMM BQMBDFXIFSFZPVDBOHJWFGVMMFYQSFTTJPOUPZPVSQFSTPOBMXJTIFT
BOEJEFBT5IBOLTUP0SJHJOBM#.8"DDFTTPSJFT UIJTJODMVEFTUIFWFIJDMFѳTJOUFSJPSFRVJQNFOU XIJDI
DBOCFDIPTFOUPQFSGFDUMZNBUDIZPVSPXOMJGFTUZMF"OEPOFQSJODJQMFBMXBZTTUBZTUIFTBNFѭHFUJO 
UBLFZPVSTFBU BOEFOKPZ
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*OGPDVT5SBWFM$PNGPSUTZTUFN
5IFTVDDFTTPGUIJTTZTUFNJTEPXOUPUIFCBTFDBSSJFS XIJDIJTNPVOUFECFUXFFOUIFGSPOUTFBUIFBESFTU
CBST*UDBOCFVTFEBTBQMBUGPSNGPSFBTJMZBOETFDVSFMZBUUBDIJOHJUFNTJODMVEJOHBGPMEJOHUBCMFXJUIB
DVQIPMEFS BDMPUIFTIBOHFS BVOJWFSTBMIPPLBOEIPMEFSTGPS"QQMFBOE4BNTVOHUBCMFUT

 BMW Display Key case
This custom-ﬁt case in high-quality Black Nappa leather reliably protects
the BMW Display Key from dirt and scratches
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 +  Key case
The key case in high-quality leather is ﬁrmly attached to the key by
means of an elegant steel clasp. It protects against scratches, dirt and
moisture and prevents buttons from accidentally being pressed. It is
available in different styles and various colour combinations, depending
on model.

  "MMXFBUIFSﬂPPSNBUT
5IFQSFDJTFMZﬁUUJOH IBSEXFBSJOHBMMXFBUIFSNBUTXJUIUIFJSSBJTFE
CPSEFSJOHBOEFMFHBOUEFTJHOOPUPOMZQSPUFDUUIFGPPUXFMMTGSPNEBNQ
BOEEJSU CVUBMTPQSFWFOUGFFUGSPNHFUUJOHXFU5IFZBSFBWBJMBCMFJO
CMBDLGPSUIF#.84FSJFTBOECMBDLPSCFJHF JODMVEJOHBIJHIRVBMJUZ
DISPNFJOTFSUJOUIFGPSNPGUIFOVNCFS GPSUIF#.84FSJFT
 "NCJFOU"JSJOUFSJPSGSBHSBODFDPODFQU
5IJTPGGFSTBOFYDMVTJWFGSBHSBODFFYQFSJFODFJOTJEFUIFWFIJDMF5IFSF
JTBXJEFSBOHFPGTPPUIJOH DBSFGVMMZDPNQPTFEGSBHSBODFTUPDIPPTF
GSPN'SBHSBODFDBSUSJEHFTBSFTJNQMZJOTFSUFEJOUPBTQFDJBMEJTQFOTFS
JOUIFHMPWFDPNQBSUNFOU5IFJOUFOTJUZPGUIFGSBHSBODFJTFBTZUP
SFHVMBUFVTJOHUIFJ%SJWF$POUSPMMFS

 BMW Natural Air
This comprises an adjustable holder, which attaches to the ventilation
grille of the vehicle, and six interchangeable fragrance sticks. The
fragrances Purifying Green Tea, Energizing Tonic, Balancing Amber,
Vitalizing Woods, Harmonizing Flowers and Sparkling Raindrops can
be selected as desired.
 BMW child seats
For the highest levels of safety and comfort for children from  to around
 years old (approx.  kg) They feature patented airpads for increased
impact protection for the head area and, thanks to extensive crash tests,
meet the high safety standards of BMW, above and beyond the legal
requirements. The award-winning design of the child seats is a perfect
match for the BMW interior and they are available in black/blue or black/
Anthracite.
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Simply scan the QR code to watch a video that
describes the features and functions of the
BMW child seats.
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.PUPSTQPSUJOJUTNPTUFYDMVTJWFGPSNTPQIJTUJDBUFENBUFSJBMTTVDIBTDBSCPO "MDBOUBSBBOETUBJOMFTT
TUFFM QMVTBIPTUPGTQPSUZBOEJOEJWJEVBMFRVJQNFOUJEFBT BMMPXZPVUPDSFBUFZPVSPXONPUPSTQPSU
BUNPTQIFSFJOUIFDPDLQJU#.8.1FSGPSNBODF1BSUTBMTPPGGFSVMUJNBUFTQPSUJOFTTGPSUIFFYUFSJPS 
DIBTTJTBOEESJWFUSBJO
#.8.1FSGPSNBODF"MDBOUBSBTUFFSJOHXIFFM**XJUIDBSCPOUSJN
#.8.1FSGPSNBODFQFEBMDPWFSTTUBJOMFTTTUFFMGPPUSFTU
#.8.1FSGPSNBODFLFZDBTF
&YQFSJFODFUIFGBTDJOBUJPOPGUIFXPSMENPUPSTQPSUOPX XJUI#.8.1FSGPSNBODF1BSUT
XXXCNXDPNNQFSGPSNBODF
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 Travel rug
Whether it’s to keep you warm or simply something to cosy up to, this
travel rug in beige/dark brown offers all the versatility you need. It also
elegantly underscores the luxurious atmosphere in the vehicle. Made in
% high-quality, extra-ﬁne merino wool and with a jacquard weave.
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*OGPSNFE FOUFSUBJOFE DPOOFDUFEXIFOZPVUBLFZPVSTFBUJOZPVS#.8 ZPVDBOFYQMPSFUIFTFFNJOHMZ
MJNJUMFTTQPTTJCJMJUJFTPGBOFUXPSLFEXPSME0SJHJOBM#.8"DDFTTPSJFTGPSDPNNVOJDBUJPOBOEJOGPSNBUJPO
QSFTFOUBXFBMUIPGDMFWFSJEFBTBOETPMVUJPOTUIBUNBLFUIJTFYQFSJFODFFWFONPSFDPOWFOJFOUBOE
JOEJWJEVBM
 #.8#MVFUPPUIIFBETFU
5IJTIFBETFUJTFBTZUPDPOOFDUUPBNPCJMFQIPOFBOEDBOCFPQFSBUFEJOUVJUJWFMZ5IFMBUFTUFMFDUSPOJDT
ﬁMUFSPVUCBDLHSPVOEOPJTFBOEFOTVSFTPVUTUBOEJOHTPVOERVBMJUZ$PNGPSUJTFOTVSFEUIBOLTUPTJMJDPO
FBSCVETBWBJMBCMFJOUISFFTJ[FTBTXFMMBTBOBEEJUJPOBMFBSMPPQ
 4OBQJOBEBQUFS
7BSJPVTTOBQJOBEBQUFSTBSFBWBJMBCMFGPSNBOZDVSSFOUNPCJMFQIPOFT5IFZDBOCFVTFEGPSNBLJOH
DBMMT DIBSHJOH DPOOFDUJOHUPUIFBFSJBMBOEGPSEPDLJOHQIPOFT
  8JSFMFTTDIBSHJOHEPDL
5IJTNBLFTJUFBTZUPXJSFMFTTMZDIBSHFUIF"QQMFJ1IPOF T PS1MVT*UIBTBQMFBTBOUTPGUUPVDI
TVSGBDF BOBUUSBDUJWF#.8EFTJHOBOEJTDPNQBUJCMFXJUIBMM#.8XJSFMFTTDIBSHJOHQSPEVDUTBOEPUIFS
2JDFSUJﬁFEDIBSHFST



YOUR BMW –
AS FLEXIBLE AS YOU ARE.
Some discoveries are hundreds of kilometres away. Others are a lot closer than you may think. Take, for
instance, Original BMW Accessories for transport and the luggage compartment. These offer superb
functionality and ﬂexibility to make sure you always reach your destination in comfort – near or far.
२
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In focus: BMW roof boxes
The contemporary boxes ﬁt all BMW roof carrier systems and feature a two-sided opening system with
triple central locking. Available in three sizes: ,  or  litres and several colour combinations.

 BMW rear cycle holder
The BMW rear cycle holder is designed to withstand high dynamic stresses. Thanks to a tilting function, it also
permits easy access to the luggage compartment at all times. When not in use, it folds up into a compact and
convenient size. It can be used for two bicycles/e-bikes. For selected models, a separately available extension
can be used for transporting a third bike.
 Touring cycle holder, lockable
The lockable touring cycle holder is made from high-strength aluminium and enables the safe transport of
a racing, touring or children’s bicycle or a mountain bike. Bicycles weighing up to max. of .kg can be
attached with an easy-to-use clamping system.
 Racing cycle holder, lockable
The lockable racing cycle holder enables the secure transport of racing bikes with the quick-release wheel
system. It is made of high-strength aluminium and features a simple clamping method for attaching the
bicycles. A separate front wheel holder is also available.









 Travel set
This comprises a cabin-size trolley and a carry-on bag, which can be used to create extra storage space on the
rear seat. The pieces of luggage can be transported individually or stacked together. They are held in place using
the seatbelt and feature their own anti-theft locks.
 Universal rear seat protector
This helps to prevent soiling of the rear seats. Thanks to strategically placed recesses for safety belts and
buckles, it’s the perfect accessory when travelling with dogs, for example.
 +  Luggage compartment mat, ﬁtted
This custom-ﬁt, anti-slip and durable mat with raised edging on all sides protects the luggage compartment
from dirt and moisture. It comes in black and, exclusively for the BMW  Series, features an integrated “” in
chrome.
01
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 Folding box
The folding box, with its load capacity of up to kg, is perfect for smaller items or for use as a shopping crate. It
can be easily folded and unfolded thanks to Velcro strips, is slip-resistant and can be easily stored to save space
when not in use. Available in black, black/red and black/beige.
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 Loading sill mat
The durable mat protects the loading sill during loading and unloading and the luggage compartment from
scratches and dirt. It is attached using moveable velcro strips on the rear fastening points in the luggage
compartment. It can also be used as an anti-slip mat in the luggage compartment.

]

BMW Service
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INNOVATION
MEETS EXPERTISE.
ORIGINAL BMW ENGINE OIL AND SERVICE.

BMW engines deserve the most innovative premium oil, which is why we use new BMW TwinPower engine oil for
BMW oil servicing. Original BMW engine oil is engineered to precisely meet the needs of your engine and ensures
consistently high performance and a longer lifespan.
For more information, please see www.bmw.com/bmw-engineoil
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#.8.1FSGPSNBODFGSPOUHSJMMF CMBDL
#.8.1FSGPSNBODFXJOHNJSSPSDBQT DBSCPO
-PDLJOHXIFFMCPMUT
.VMUJTQPLFTUZMF
.%PVCMFTQPLFTUZMF.
7TQPLFTUZMF
#.8.1FSGPSNBODF7TQPLFTUZMF.
$SPTTTQPLFTUZMF
.%PVCMFTQPLFTUZMF.
.VMUJTQPLFTUZMF
4UBSTQPLFTUZMF
7TQPLFTUZMF
7TQPLFTUZMF
#.8.1FSGPSNBODF%PVCMFTQPLFTUZMF.
.VMUJTQPLFTUZMF
"MMXFBUIFSﬂPPSNBUT
"NCJFOU"JSJOUFSJPSGSBHSBODFDPODFQU
#.8.1FSGPSNBODF"MDBOUBSBTUFFSJOHXIFFM**XJUIDBSCPOUSJN
#.8.1FSGPSNBODFLFZDBTF
#.8.1FSGPSNBODFQFEBMDPWFSTUBJOMFTTTUFFMGPPUSFTU
$IJMETFBUT
%JTQMBZ,FZDBTF
,FZDBTF
/BUVSBM"JS
5SBWFM$PNGPSUTZTUFN
5SBWFMSVH
#MVFUPPUIIFBETFU
4OBQJOBEBQUFS
8JSFMFTTDIBSHJOHEPDL
'PMEJOHCPY
-PBEJOHTJMMQSPUFDUJWFNBU
-VHHBHFDPNQBSUNFOUNBU ﬁUUFE
3BDJOHDZDMFIPMEFS
3FBSDZDMFIPMEFS
3PPGCPYFT
5PVSJOHDZDMFIPMEFS
5SBWFMTFU
6OJWFSTBMSFBSTFBUQSPUFDUPS
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$PMPVSTBWBJMBCMFGPS#.8MJHIUBMMPZXIFFMT4JMWFS#JDPMPVS4JMWFS'FSSJD(SFZ#JDPMPVS'FSSJD(SFZ CVSOJTIFE#JDPMPVSHMPTT#MBDL CVSOJTIFE#JDPMPVS0SCJU(SFZ CVSOJTIFE-JRVJE#MBDL$ISPNF
"WBJMBCJMJUZGPS#.84FSJFTNPEFMTNBZWBSZCZDPVOUSZ
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More about BMW

www.bmw.co.za

Sheer
Driving Pleasure

Please contact your nearest BMW Dealership for more information.
The models illustrated in this brochure may show items of optional equipment which are not part
of the standard speciﬁcation. Subject to changes in design, equipment speciﬁcations and content.
Errors and omissions excepted. Apple®, iPhone®, iPad® and iPod® are registered trademarks of
Apple Inc. © BMW AG, Munich, Germany. Not to be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the
prior written permission of BMW AG, Munich. Part number       , BB-.
Printed in Germany /.
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